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debts of the United States contracted before the adoption of the
Constitution should be as valid against the United States under
the Constitution as under the Confederation. This left the posi-
tion of the public creditors exactly where it had been before,,
unless the credit of the new government should be better than
the old. As Congress was given the power, in the taxing clause,
to pay the debts, the credit of the new government would be
better. This was the only advantage the public creditors would
get from the Constitution. They were not otherwise privileged,
as it is often but inaccurately said they were.
in
The Convention delegates were organizing for order, not for
Utopia. One of the things the majority of them most desired was
an orderly regulation of foreign and interstate trade under the
control of the general government. "Most of our political evils
may be traced to our commercial ones/* Madison had written to
Jefferson in March 1786, "as most of our moral may to our politi-
cal." The report of the Committee of Detail on August 6 provided
that Congress be restricted from laying duties on exports. When
the restriction was debated on August 16 and 21 it brought up
the sharpest conflict of interest in the entire course of the Con-
vention.
On those days the same restriction had not yet been extended
to the states, and it was assumed that if the right was withheld
from Congress the states would still have it individually. This
seemed of the greatest importance to South Carolina and Georgia,
and not much less important to North Carolina and Virginia.
The Southern states, almost wholly agricultural, produced vast
amounts of tobacco, rice, and indigo, which were pfodkiced
nowhere else in the country- If Congress had the power to tax
exports, then the Northern majority in Congress might lay what
export taxes it pleased on those crops. Since the Southern states,
particularly South Carolina and Georgia, had no manufactures
or stripping, but depended almost wholly on the profits of their
exports, they might be damaged, if not mined, by discrimination
in Congress with no objection from the states which had no such,
crops to protect South Carolina, if left to itself, would lay export
duties or not, according to its interest. It was firmly opposed to

